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Abstract Several authors have argued that three
separate introductions of roughly 100 individuals
were required initially to establish the House Sparrow
(Passer domesticus) in the Brooklyn, New York area.
We argue that these claims are in error and that the
actual record suggests that it is likely the initial
introduction of just 16 birds in 1851 was all that was
required to establish the species in New York. We
further suggest that a similar level of scrutiny of
historical records will reveal more examples of
misinterpretations and errors, casting doubt on the
validity of studies that claim propagule pressure has
played an important role in determining the fate of
bird introductions.
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Several studies of avian introductions have used
‘historical records’ to conclude that introduction
effort has been a principal factor associated with
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introduction success (e.g., Veltman et al. 1996;
Duncan 1997; Green 1997; Cassey 2003; Cassey
et al. 2004; Lockwood et al. 2005; Duncan et al.
2006). The validity of these conclusions hinges on the
accuracy of records that purport to document introduction effort. Here, we argue against uncritical
reliance on such ‘historical records’ and we use the
story of the earliest House Sparrow introductions to
North America to illustrate our concerns.
Long (1981) cited Wetmore (1964) and Robbins
(1973) when he reported that the House Sparrow
(Passer domesticus) was initially brought to Brooklyn, New York in 1850, but not actually released until
1851. Long (1981) cited Roberts (1960) as reporting
that the initial introduction, conducted by the Brooklyn Institute, was unsuccessful. Long (1981) cited
Robbins (1973) as reporting that ‘about 100’ sparrows were subsequently brought from England in
1852, with 50 of these being released at the Narrows
and the rest released in 1853 at the Greenwood
Cemetery. Finally, Long (1981) cited Silverstein and
Silverstein (1974) as saying that this last release
(1853) was actually the first successful introduction
of the House Sparrow in the United States. Roberts
(1960), Wetmore (1964), Robbins (1973), and Silverstein and Silverstein (1974) simply restate the
account by Barrows (1889). Similarly, Lever (1987)
restated most of the original Pike quotation in
Barrows (1889), as did Anderson (2006).
In the 1880s, many people in the United States
were convinced that the House Sparrow was a serious
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pest to agriculture and to native species of birds
(Barrows 1889). Others disagreed with this assessment (Barrows 1889). The monumental task of
deciding the truth regarding the status of the House
Sparrow, friend or foe, fell to ornithologist C. Hart
Merriam and assistant ornithologist Walter Bradford
Barrows of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Division of Economic Ornithology and Mammalogy.
To accomplish their task, they designed a study that
involved sending out ‘‘upwards of 5,000 copies’’ of a
special circular, the goal of which was to gather
information on the distribution, abundance and habits
of the House Sparrow around the country. So at the
outset, we note that Barrows (1889) is actually a
compilation itself of 3,300 responses from the general
public.
Among the respondents to Barrows’ ‘circular’ was
Nicholas Pike (Barrows 1889). Pike informed Barrows, that he had been associated with the first
reported introductions of House Sparrows in the
United States in the 1850s. Barrows (1889) quoted
Pike, as stating that the first recorded importation of
House Sparrows in the United States occurred in the
fall of 1850 when eight pairs of House Sparrows were
brought to Brooklyn, New York from England, kept
in cages until the spring of 1851, and then released
(Barrows 1889). Barrows further quoted Pike as
reporting that these birds, when released, ‘‘did not
thrive’’. Most likely this simply means that the birds
were not seen again.
In 1850, Nicholas Pike was the director of the
Brooklyn Institute (Barrows 1889), so we have every
reason to believe that he had direct knowledge of this
first introduction. Thus, Pike’s report to Barrows
constitutes an actual historical record, of sorts.
Unfortunately, there are inconsistencies in the rest
of Pike’s story.
Barrows (1889) quoted Pike as saying that he (i.e.,
Pike) subsequently chaired a three-member committee in 1852 for the ‘‘re-introduction of these birds’’. In
the meantime, Pike was appointed Consul General to
Portugal. He sailed to England in 1852, and in
Liverpool claimed he ordered, ‘‘a large lot of
Sparrows and song birds…’’ (Barrows 1889).
According to Pike, these birds were shipped to
New York aboard the steamship Europa, and 50
sparrows were purportedly released at the Narrows.
What actually transpired is unknown because Pike, en
route to Portugal, was apparently not aboard the
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Europa and did not witness any releases. The
remaining sparrows, the exact number of which is
not mentioned in the Barrows (1889) quotation of
Pike’s notes, were reportedly placed in a tower at the
Green-Wood Cemetery Chapel in Brooklyn. Those
birds apparently did not do well and so were taken to
the private residence of John Hooper a member of the
abovementioned three-member committee formed in
1852.
So according to Barrows (1889), by Pike’s
account, more than 66 House Sparrows (perhaps as
many as 116 in total—the initial 8 pairs, plus one lot
of 50 released at the Narrows and another of as many
as 50 at Greenwood Cemetery), in three separate
releases took place by 1853. Robbins (1973) repeated
the Pike quotation found in Barrows (1889) that the
first 16 birds ‘‘did not thrive’’, and he repeated the
listing in Table I of Barrows (1889) that states that
‘‘about 100’’ more House Sparrows were released by
1853. Actually Table I of Barrows (1889) is unclear
as it lists a total of 100 individual House Sparrows as
being released in 1851 and 1852.
Phillips (1928) reported that ‘‘a large number’’ of
House Sparrows were released at Greenwood Cemetery in the spring of 1853, and claimed that the
account was written by Nicholas Pike, but cited no
reference. Indeed, Phillips (1928) claimed that references to early House Sparrow introductions to the
United States were ‘‘too numerous to cite’’. It is
unclear where Phillips (1928) obtained his information, but we believe his information likely came from
the quotations of Pike by Barrows (1889).
Closer examination of these reports and their
origins reveals that the actual numbers of individuals
initially released are unknown beyond the 16 sparrows released in 1851. John Hooper, a member of the
abovementioned committee, presented a report on the
experimental bird introductions at Greenwood Cemetery to a meeting of the American Institute of the
City of New York (Hooper 1854). Hooper does not
mention sparrows anywhere in the report. Likewise,
in his history of the Greenwood Cemetery, Cleaveland (1866) listed the same bird species as Hooper
(1854) and makes no mention of any sparrows.
Thus, the only evidence that any House Sparrows
were subsequently released in Brooklyn in the early
1850s, after the initial 16 released under the direction
of Nicholas Pike in 1851, is based on what appears to
be Pike’s 35 year old memory. Between 1852 and
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1861 Pike served as Consul General to Portugal
(Kestenbaum 2009), and he was on his way to
Portugal when he ordered the birds. Thus, there is no
reason to believe that Pike was even aboard the
Europa, the ship he claimed brought the sparrows to
Brooklyn in 1852. If he wasn’t on board, he could not
have known what birds, if any, were actually released
at the Narrows.
We must therefore reconsider the fate of the
initially introduced 16 individuals. Perhaps additional
releases were unnecessary for the establishment of the
House Sparrow in the vicinity of New York. Conditions then were highly favorable to House Sparrows.
Large numbers of horses (McShane and Tarr 2007;
Greene 2008) accompanied by loads of spilled grain
and tons of droppings filled with undigested grain
provided ample food for House Sparrows (Doughty
1978). There is no reason to believe conditions were
so harsh in the New York City area that 16 House
Sparrows could not have survived.
It seems more plausible that the first birds simply
went undetected after the initial release. In the
nineteenth century people were limited as to where
they could go to look for birds, and there were no
published field guides available filled with color
pictures of birds (Peterson 1934). Moreover in 1852,
even if a person had seen and correctly identified an
individual House Sparrow it is not obvious how the
news would have been spread.
Using historical records as the basis for studies of
ecological processes, such as the introduction outcomes of birds, can be problematic. As demonstrated
by our discoveries regarding the earliest recorded
introductions of the House Sparrow in North America, it is very difficult if not impossible to verify the
exact circumstances surrounding a given introduction
event. Even an oft-repeated, heretofore well-accepted
species introduction story, such as that of the House
Sparrow in New York, can turn out to be built on a
foundation of non-existent data. The frequency with
which similar unverifiable or untrue species invasion
stories are incorporated as data points in analyses of
the success or failure of species introductions is not
known. We contend, however, that there is ample
room for skepticism when historical records previously invoked as evidence to support a given
perspective, namely studies of propagule pressure,
on the fate of species invasions are revealed to be
mere anecdotes.
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